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Copyright and Me

Heart with copyright symbol  (Pengo)
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ACRL Framework
“articulate the purpose and distinguishing 

characteristics of copyright, fair use, open 
access, and the public domain”

(Framework, 2015)
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What do librarians know?
What do students know?

What are some common themes?
What is being taught?

Current Practice
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Most academic librarians answer 
copyright-related ?s at work, but less than 
half feel prepared to do so (Charbonneau and Priehs, 2014)

Academic librarians more likely to work with 
faculty on copyright issues than do library 
instruction (Rodriguez, Greer, and Shipman, 2014)

What do librarians know?
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This is librarian work! 
Focus on positive rather than punitive

Information and digital fluency for  both 
finding and creating 

Common Themes
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What is being taught?

Torsten, math teacher (blondinrikard)
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Case 
Studies 
@Loyola

UP000160 [Marquette Hall at Loyola University New Orleans] (Cresson).
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Copyright Law Overview
● Gives a creator exclusive rights to use and reuse 

their creations and to authorize others to use their 
creations

● Any individual or corporation can write text, create 
artwork or other images, compose and perform 
music or other sounds, write computer code, or 
create any other original content.  
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Types of Rights/Permissions
Copyrighted

Royalty-free

Creative 
Commons

Public Domain
Creative Commons icon.
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Determining Copyright
● Look for rights statements
● Check the creation date and use the 

Digital Copyright Slider 
http://www.librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/

● Check the Catalogs of Copyright 
Entries (CCEs) 
https://archive.org/details/copyrightrecords

 

http://www.librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/
http://www.librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/
https://archive.org/details/copyrightrecords
https://archive.org/details/copyrightrecords
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Fair Use

● Section 107 of the copyright law 
● Permits limited use of copyrighted material without 

obtaining the copyright holder's permission for purposes 
such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 
scholarship, or research.

Fair Use logo (Óðinn).
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Where to Go for Reusable 
Images, Audio, Video
http://researchguides.loyno.edu/media 

http://researchguides.loyno.edu/media
http://researchguides.loyno.edu/media
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Tech for Music

Wikimedia Commons (author screenshot)

@TheEllenShow Tweet
 (author screenshot)
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Google Image Search 1 (author screenshot)
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Google Image Search 2 (author screenshot)
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Google Image Search 3 (author screenshot)
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“Scenario 3:
A student is surfing the web and finds the perfect photograph for her 
website. She clicks on the images, saves it into her website's folder, and 
inserts the image onto her website's homepage. She includes a citation of 
the photograph on her bibliography page and links to the specific website 
from which she took the photograph.” (Magrino, 2007).

Intro to Music 
Industry

Metadata Sticks (Burton)
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What about Memes? 
May be OK to reuse copyrighted work if…

● the work isn’t being used to make a profit
● the copyrighted work the meme is based on comes 

from broadcast content 
● the amount of copying is relatively minor (a single or 

several frames of a full-length TV show)

See: http://realitytvgifs.tumblr.com/ for example.

Social Media 
Strategies

http://realitytvgifs.tumblr.com/
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Know Your 
Meme

“In December that year, Sam Smith sent an e-mail to inform the Lonely Dinosaur staff that was fine with the image being used 
as a meme:

‘We’re not exactly sure who started putting text over it, and far be it from us to try and control a meme… We put a creative 
commons non-commercial license on it, so all your stuff is cool and we think what you’re doing is great, but now everyone 
thinks that the shirt we’re selling is just something we cut and pasted off the web, which kind of sucks for us. It’d be cool to see 
if we could put our side of the story out there and see if we can find the person who first put text over it, and have a complete 
history of origin of the meme.’” (Kikinak, 2009).

Know Your Meme (author 
screenshot)

http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/philosoraptor
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What about your rights?
If you create a meme based on 
someone else’s content, you 
now own the copyright for your 
own “original expression” but not 
over the parts you borrowed 
from someone else.

JLaw mashup (Kelly)
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What About Social Media? 

Artist Richard Prince (The Daily English Show)
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Practical tips for avoiding copyright 
liability

“Fair Use.” Digital Media Law Project. Accessed 14 September 
2015 at http://www.dmlp.org/legal-guide/fair-use

Broadcast media reuse advice 
from the American Bar 
Association

Vudrag, Pierre. “Fair Use in News and Reviews.” GP Solo 
28:6 (2011). Accessed 12 February 2016 at 
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2011/sept
ember/fair_use_news_reviews.html

Best Practices and Advice
When in doubt...

● Get permission and credit 
copyright holders

● Link back to originals 
(example: screenshots of a 
website)

● Consult a lawyer
● Have a “takedown” policy
● Remember who you’re 

representing (yourself, your 
school, your employer)

http://www.dmlp.org/legal-guide/fair-use
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2011/september/fair_use_news_reviews.html
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2011/september/fair_use_news_reviews.html
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2011/september/fair_use_news_reviews.html
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Center for 
Media and 
Social 
Impact

CMSI “Fair Use in Journalism: You Be the Judge!” 
(author screenshot)
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Copyright Instruction 
Good Practices
Ask what the students will be doing

Research
Use real-world examples

Know your institution’s IP policies
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Helpful Resources
Center for Media and Social Impact 
http://cmsimpact.org/

KnowYourMeme
http://knowyourmeme.com/

The Scout Report: U.S. Copyright and Intellectual Property and Licensing 
https://scout.wisc.edu/report/2016/0318

Wikimedia EduWiki Campaign Lessons Plans
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/Education/EduWiki_Campaign/Lesson_Plans 

http://cmsimpact.org/
http://cmsimpact.org/
http://knowyourmeme.com/
http://knowyourmeme.com/
https://scout.wisc.edu/report/2016/0318
https://scout.wisc.edu/report/2016/0318
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/Education/EduWiki_Campaign/Lesson_Plans
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/Education/EduWiki_Campaign/Lesson_Plans
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Kyle K. Courtney, @KyleKCourtney 
http://kylecourtney.com/

April Hathcock, @AprilHathcock 
https://aprilhathcock.wordpress.com/

Nancy Sims, @CopyrightLibn 
http://simsjd.com/copyrightlibn/

Lawyer/Librarians to Follow

Vintage Library 
Poster

http://scholar.harvard.edu/kcourtney/
http://scholar.harvard.edu/kcourtney/
http://scholar.harvard.edu/kcourtney/
https://aprilhathcock.wordpress.com/
https://aprilhathcock.wordpress.com/
https://aprilhathcock.wordpress.com/
http://simsjd.com/copyrightlibn/
http://simsjd.com/copyrightlibn/
http://simsjd.com/copyrightlibn/
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Thank you!
Elizabeth Joan Kelly

ejkelly@loyno.edu

Full Bibliography at https://goo.gl/dw4ieW 
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